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Challenge

Background
- Lots of dMRI & fMRI data [1-4] exists and is
available for scientific discovery.
- MRI processing tools are widely studied and
developed [5-8], but inter-operable capability is
inconsistent.

- Installing & utilizing existing pipelines requires
substantial computational expertise and
resources.
- Metrics for quality control of connectome
estimation are lacking.

- There does not exist a Web-service where
researchers and clinicians can upload raw data and
download connectomes using reference tools.

- We built m2g, an open source reference connectome
inference pipeline, using state-of-the-art functions.

- A reference pipeline for processing DTI
data is now freely available.

- We confirmed that m2g output reliable
connectomes, that is, multiple connectomes from the
same individual are more similar to one another than
they are to others.

- 100s of open access connectomes now
available from http://mri.ocp.me.

- We provide intuitive Web-services, such that
anybody can utilize m2g, regardless of computational
background or resources.

Background
Dataset

- There exist an abundance of MRI data sets, for both clinical and
research purposes

CORR

- Improved algorithms & population statistics
coming soon.
- You can submit your data to the m2g
Web-service for 1-click connectome
inference now!

Challenge
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- Processed derivatives from FSL, AFNI, SPM, Camino, etc., are inconsistently formatted

416

- MRCAP, MIGRAINE, and Connectome Mapper take up to 10 hours per subject to process
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- CPAC and Connectome Mapper installation process is inconsistent and non deterministic across
hardware
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- Computational tools for complete MRI analysis exist but are
disparate and have been optimized for different challenges

Resolution

Action

- Existing tools don't provide thorough assessment of the quality of the connectomes produced, and lend
little insight into parameter sets which provide the best results
- Until Optimal Design for Discovery Science: Applications in Neuroimaging by Shangsi Wang et al.,
OHBM 2015, limited statistical theory existed for assessing reliability or quality of data derivatives

Action
m2g pipeline
web service
A service now exists to upload structural & diffusion
MRI data to the web, select an atlas and other options
for processing, and receive produced derivatives and
summary statistics for download. See <http://m2g.io>
for details.

LONI framework
Pre-packaged tools for MRI processing were
daisy-chained together to form an MR
images-to-graphs pipeline

The m2g pipeline pre-processes and registers the structural and diffusion MRI images prior to performing diffusion
processing. Once the tensor estimation, fiber tractography, and fiber labelling (i.e. graph generation) are completed,
reliability analysis is performed to assess performance of the pipeline.
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The m2g website is a resource which provides access to the web
services, usage guides, description of the methods employed, as well as
installation guides for those who wish to use m2g locally and much
more.

A high-level LONI workflow which connects the chromatic and spatial
registration workflow with the diffusion processing workflow of m2g
Test-ReTest reliability assesses the similarity of a connectome estimated for one subject from a given scan to that
estimated from another scan taken from the subject at a different time, to those estimated from other subjects. The
pipeline is considered reliable when the sample Reliability is large, and the distance between intra- to inter-subject
difference distributions is large, as shown above.

Resolution
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- Continued integration of
sophisticated processing
techniques will allow the m2g
framework to grow
- Publicly available data derivatives
allow subsequent inference tasks
and research to be conducted

Notional Inference Task

- Through evaluating connectomes
estimated from populations with
phenotypic covariates, diagnostic
efficacy of graphs estimated by
the m2g pipeline will be explored
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Classifiers can be trained from datasets with covariate information attached to the
subjects. Once these classifiers have been trained, new subjects can be evaluated
using the classifiers and categorized based on their phenotype.

